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De�nition of visibility
K = a number �eld
E = an ellipti urve over K

X(E) = Shafarevih-Tate group of E= isomorphism lasses of torsors for Ethat are loally trivial everywhereB. Mazur: how an one \visualize" the urvesof genus 1 that represent elements of X(E)?Suppose we are given an embedding over Kof E into an abelian variety J.De�nition 1 (Mazur, at AWS 98).An element σ of X(E/K) is said to be visiblein J if it is in the kernel of the natural homo-morphism X(E/K) → X(J/K).Under ertain onditions, this de�nition is equiv-alent to the statement that the urve of genus 1that represents σ is isomorphi over K to aurve ontained in the variety J, hene the ter-minology \visible".The de�nition generalizes easily to abelian va-rieties of arbitrary dimension. 1



Shimura quotients
N = a positive integer

J0(N) = Jaobian of the modular urve X0(N)
T = Heke algebra
f = a newform

If = AnnTf , an ideal of T

A = Af = J0(N)/IfJ0(N),the Shimura quotient assoiated to fThen A∨ is an abelian subvariety of J0(N) andwe an ask about the visibility of elements of
X(A∨) in J0(N). We will mainly be onernedwith suh abelian varieties for the rest of thistalk.How an we deide if an element of X(A∨) isvisible in J0(N) or not?
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Deteting existene ofinvisible elementsConsider the omposite A∨ →֒ J0(N) ։ A,whih is an isogeny; all it φA.Lemma 2 (Mazur, AA).Every visible element of X(A∨)is killed by multipliation by the exponent of kerφA.Assume, as onjetured, that X is �nite. If aprime divides the order of X(A) but doesn'tdivide deg(φA), then X(A) has invisible ele-ments.For omputing the struture of kerφA:Cremona for ellipti urves, Stein for higherdimensions.For omputing the order of X(A), assume anduse the Birh and Swinnerton-Dyer formula for
L
(r)
A (1)/
(A).For ellipti urves: Birh, Manin; Cremona.For higher dimensions, when LA(1) 6= 0:AA, Stein. 3



Proving existene ofvisible elementsTheorem 3 (Mazur).If E is an ellipti urve over a number �eld Kand σ is an element of X(E) of order 3 , thenthere is an abelian surfae J over K suh that
σ is visible in J.Theorem 4 (de Jong, Stein). If A is an abelianvariety over a number �eld K and σ is an el-ement of X(A), then there exists an abelianvariety J over K ontaining A as an abeliansubvariety suh that σ is visible in J.Theorem 5 (Mazur, Stein).Let C be an abelian subvariety of J0(N)of rank 0.Suppose D is another abelian subvariety of J0(N)and p is a prime s.t. D[p℄ ⊆ C.(Call D a p-omplementary abelian variety to C.)Then, under ertain additional hypotheses,there is an injetion of D(Q)/pD(Q) intothe visible part of X(C). (So rk(D(Q)) > 0 ⇒non-trivial visible elements of X(C).) 4



Prime levels with #Xan(Af) > 1(Calulated by William Stein)Warning: only odd parts of the invariants are shown.
Af #Xan(Af) √

deg(φAf
) Bg

389E 52 5 389A

433D 72 3 · 7 · 37 433A

563E 132 13 563A

571D 32 32 · 127 571B

709C 112 11 709A

997H 34 32 997B

1061D 1512 61 · 151 · 179 1061B

1091C 72 1 NONE
1171D 112 34 · 11 1171A

1283C 52 5 · 41 · 59 none
· · ·

2111B 2112 1 NONE
· · ·

2333C 833412 83341 2333A

· · ·#Xan(Af) = order of the Shafarevih-Tate groupas predited by the BSD formula.
Bg = an optimal quotient of J0(N)with L(Bg,1) = 0 s.t. if an odd prime pdivides #Xan(Af), then B∨

g [p℄ ⊆ A∨
f .Example 6 (Stein). 52 |#X389E. 5



HistoryWarning: All results on invisibility are onje-tural (BSD), and we onsider only the odd partof X for simpliity.Logan, Mazur: Ellipti urves of square-freeondutor < 3000. Could detet invisibilityonly for 2849A; all others have omplementaryellipti urve.AA, Merel: Winding quotients of prime level.Upto level 1400, deteted invisibility only forlevel 1091; not visible in J1(1091) either.Cremona, Mazur: Extended to ellipti urvesof ondutors < 5500. Deteted invisibilityonly in 3 out of 52 ases, found omplemen-tary ellipti urve in 43 ases. (Stoll: need notassume BSD)Stein: Shimura quotients of prime level < 5650and non-zero speial L-value.Invisible 90% of the time between 2600 & 5650.6



FutureMazur, Merel: For every element σ of X(Af),is there an M s.t. σ is visible in J0(NM)?E.g., Stein: X(2849A) is visible in J0(3·2849).Eventual visibility (Merel, Stein): Is the diretlimit of X(J0(N)) trivial?Stein: Visibility of elements of Mordell-Weilgroups.Use omplementary abelian varieties to provenon-triviality of ranks of abelian varieties, byproving non-triviality of X using Euler systems(Kolyvagin, MCallum).
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